
Thr!ve Point-of-Sale

Don’t Just Survive, 
Help Your Restaurant Thr!ve
Innovative and fully-featured, Thr!ve Tablet Point-of-Sale transforms your restaurant into an efficient, flexible and 

connected business. Equally comfortable in your fast casual, quick serve or pizza delivery environment, Thr!ve is 

powerful enough to meet your restaurant’s needs – yet simple to own and use.  The flexibility of iPad or Android 

tablets gives your restaurant an affordable POS hardware solution with a modern look & plenty of flexibility.

AVAILABLE FORThr!ve: All You Need to Boost Your Business 
Inside your restaurant, the Thr!ve Point-of-Sale system ensures accurate 

orders, tracks your cash flow, helps you manage employees, and provides 

you the information you need to manage your business. But Thr!ve works 

beyond your four walls as well, giving you the option to connect directly with 

customers through powerful online & mobile ordering and customer loyalty 

rewards marketing. With a fully integrated suite of business boosting tools 

connected to your Thr!ve system, your restaurant will be positioned to 

compete and grow like never before! 

Thr!ve POS makes order taking easy and gives 
you control over the entire process.



Order Taking Made Easy
Thr!ve’s easy-to-use graphical ordering system helps you take orders 
quickly and accurately from the front counter to the patio. Ensure orders 
are accurate and delivered on-time with a flexible system for managing 
customer data, tracking phone and delivery orders and processing 
payments. Easily control your business from anywhere by customizing item 
requirements, adjusting security settings for delivery drivers and setting up 
mobile sales and labor alerts to stay in the loop. 

Security You Can Count On
The Thr!ve POS system was designed to give you complete cash 
management tools from orders to daily deposit, so you can ensure the 
security of your business. Our integrated credit card solutions are 
convenient and meet the latest industry security and PCI Compliance 
standards. Detailed security settings, matched with encrypted card swipes, 
give you complete control over the information you share with others. 

 A Complete Manager’s ToolKit
Your managers can rely on Thr!ve’s robust features to help run your 
operation more efficiently. Manage employees with integrated 
timeclock, messaging, scheduling, performance management and 
availability tracking.  Track inventory purchases, ideal usage, and 
variance.  Extensive reports, forecasting and analysis put information at 
your fingertips. Flexible menu & pricing options and robust coupon 
management put you in control of your workflow.

Avoid Cloudy Vision 
Maintaining point-of-sale uptime is crucial to your success. Unlike many 
cloud-based Point-of-Sale systems that rely 100% on the internet, 
Thr!ve stores your data on a local server in your store (and backs it up 
off site) so you will avoid the risks of business interruption.

Thr!ve’s browser-based technology gives you full access remotely to 
system functionality and reports from anywhere you have internet 
access - without typing up a store terminal or without waiting for data to 
be uploaded to a third-party web site. Place orders, change prices on 
the fly, do payroll, view reports or do any system maintenance task 
remotely via your web browser. 
 
Flexible Hardware Options
Choose the affordable, space saving ease of an iPad or Android tablet, 
or mix and match with a traditional point-of-sale touch screen terminal. 
Either way, the Thr!ve software is ready for action. A reliable Linux 
server is the power behind the Thr!ve system.

Committed Customer Care
Thr!ve POS is brought to you by Granbury Solutions, a leading expert 
provider of technology to restaurants. Our low cost subscription plans 
give you the flexibility to get the technology tools you need today, for an 
easy monthly payment and a lifetime hardware warranty. We offer top 
quality hardware, on site implementation services, and responsive 
product support. Our philosophy of committed customer involvement 
continues to shape the development of our products. 

Call today to schedule a personal
demo of our technology solutions!

Thr!ve Point-of-Sale

(800) 750-3947
www.granburyrs.com

Call or click for a 
free online demo today!

The Manager’s Home 
Page provides a 

“dashboard view” of your 
business, including key 
sales and labor data.


